March 6 - 12, 2020
Departs Wichita, OKC & Tulsa

**Highlights:**
- Three Nights in Sedona
- Verde Canyon Railroad Excursion
- Oak Creek Canyon
- Scenic Jeep Tour
- Sedona Heritage Museum
- Jerome State Historic Park
- Dinner Show
- Meteor Crater
- Two Nights in Santa Rosa
- Admissions Listed & 12 Meals

$1499 Double   $1399 Triple
$1299 Quad   $1999 Single
$75 Deposit Per Person | Rates Per Person

---

**Sunny Sedona**

Named one of the 10 most beautiful places in America by USA Today, Sedona, Arizona is a welcome escape from the winter weather. Experience the natural beauty and rich culture of the southwest on this week-long adventure.

**Day 1  D   Santa Rosa, NM**

Today the Southwest adventure begins as we make our way to the Land of Enchantment. Enjoy dinner this evening.

**Day 2  CB, D   Flagstaff, AZ**

Welcome to the sunny southwest. Arrive in Flagstaff in time for a **dinner show** featuring a steak and favorite tunes.

**Day 3  CB, L, D   Sedona, AZ**

Nature’s beauty surrounds us this morning as we drive through **Oak Creek Canyon** on our way to Sedona. Described as the Grand Canyon’s little sister, the gorge’s red rock buttes tower against the clear blue sky. Experience the South side of Sedona on a narrated **trolley tour**. We’ll pass through Tlaquepaque’s Art district, then onto amazing vista views and a visit to the famous **Chapel of the Holy Cross**.

**Day 4  CB, L   Sedona, AZ**

Learn the story of three prospectors who staked claims on rich copper deposits in the Arizona hills in 1876 during our visit to **Jerome State Historic Park**. Unforgettable scenery continues as we journey along the **Verde Canyon Railroad**. Once you step aboard the refurbished train car, expect to be captivated by this unspoiled canyon.

**Day 5  CB, L   Sedona, AZ**

One of the best ways to experience the true beauty of Sedona is to get up close and personal, so this morning we venture off-road for a **jeep tour** through this magnificent terrain. While exploring landforms millions of years in the making, we’ll keep an eye open for desert wildlife. This afternoon, go in-depth and learn about the proud area legacy at the **Sedona Heritage Museum**, located inside Jordan Historical Park. Venture through the museum’s exhibits highlighting the early settlers, ranching and cowboys, the orchard industry - and even movies made in Sedona.

**Day 6  CB   Santa Rosa, NM**

What happens when an asteroid traveling 26,000 miles-per-hour collides with planet Earth? Find out during a visit to the world’s best preserved impact site, **Meteor Crater**. Witness the breathtaking result of a collision that happened approximately 50,000 years ago and created a hole measuring nearly one mile across and more than 550 feet deep.

**Day 7  CB   Home**

Enchanted by the beautiful scenery in the sunny southwest, we return home rejuvenated by our winter escape.

---

**Join us for this adventure! Book online anytime at www.govillagetravel.com**